MPT® Appearance Products
Durable, Long-Lasting Protection For All Your Prized Possessions
Enjoy the exhilaration of seeing the mirror-like glow of your
prized possession. Discover how the slippery-smooth finish
turns heads as easily as it turns away the elements. With MPT
Appearance Products, you can achieve this brilliance in
minutes, and enjoy the benefits for months.
All MPT Appearance Products are perfectly safe for use on the
most delicate paint finishes, including clear coats. Use them to
help retard acid rain and hard water spotting.
Witness the dazzling glow after cleaning your vehicle with MPT
Wash, removing embedded dirt and stains with MPT Pre-Clean,
and sealing and protecting all non-porous surfaces with one of
the three MPT finish products – MPT Classic, MPT Argos, or
MPT Marine. Then rejuvenate your leather, vinyl and rubber
with MPT Cleanse and MPT Condition – a dynamic duo with
mink oil that will breathe new life into old interiors.

MPT® Classic Polish/Finish

MPT® Argos™ Durable Carbon/PTFE Guardian Finish

Coats your vehicle with a durable, superior high-gloss finish with little
effort. MPT Classic Polish/Finish will never turn yellow, chip or peel. Safe
for use on all types of painted surfaces including clear coats and urethanes
as well as glass, chrome, stainless steel, brass, aluminum, etc. Experience
the ease of maintaining a slippery smooth surface with MPT Classic
Polish/Finish. Item #MPT142, 16 oz. bottle, 12 per case. Item #MPT145,
gallon bottle, 4 per case.

Provides an outstandingly durable, slippery smooth finish that will repel
dirt, bugs and grime. It will also resist small stone chips after 25 coatings.
MPT Argos reduces drag and creates such a slippery smooth surface that it
will increase top end speed on racecars, planes and boats. Item #MPT143,
16 oz., bottle, 12 per case. Item #MPT151, gallon bottle, 4 per case.

MPT® Classic Appearance Product Kit
This kit contains 16 fl. oz. bottles of: MPT Classic Polish/Finish, MPT Wash,
MPT Pre-Clean, MPT Cleanse, and MPT
Condition. Also comes with a 100%
Cotton Terry Applicator Pad and a 100%
Cotton Terry Buffing Towel, all in a
handy fabric carry case. Item #MPT129.

MPT® Argos™ Appearance Product Kit
This kit contains 16 fl. oz. bottles of: MPT Argos Durable Carbon/PTFE
Guardian Finish, MPT Wash, MPT Pre-Clean, MPT Cleanse, and
MPT Condition. Also comes with a 100% Cotton Terry Applicator Pad
and a 100% Cotton Terry Buffing Towel, all in a handy fabric carry case.
Item #MPT143.

MPT® Marine Polish/Finish
Provides the best protection available for your boat with little effort.
There is no need to paint your boat's hull if it is protected by MPT Marine
Polish/Finish. It coats with a clear, hard, smooth and mirror-like finish that
will not crack, chip, peel or turn yellow. It will not harm or remove gel or
clear coat. It retards barnacles, algae and salt water erosion while reducing
friction. Item #MPT144, 16 oz. bottle, 12 per case. Item #MPT146, gallon
bottle, 4 per case.
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This kit contains 16 fl. oz. bottles of: MPT Marine Polish/Finish, MPT
Wash, MPT Pre-Clean, MPT Cleanse, and MPT Condition. Also comes
with a 100% Cotton Terry Applicator Pad and a 100% Cotton Terry Buffing
Towel, all in a handy fabric carry case. Item #MPT125.

MPT® Appearance Products
Durable, Long-Lasting Protection For All Your Prized Possessions
MPT® Wash

MPT® Pre-Clean

MPT Wash softens minerals to help prevent water
spotting. When used regularly, it will help protect
against acid rain damage while enhancing gloss.
MPT Wash easily removes dirt, bugs, and stains from
surfaces protected with MPT Classic, MPT Argos or
MPT Marine. Item #MPT153, 16 oz. bottle, 12 per case.
Item #MPT154, gallon bottle, 4 per case.

MPT Pre-Clean chemically removes contaminants
from non-porous surfaces without harsh abrasives
to prepare for MPT Classic, MPT Argos or MPT
Marine. MPT Pre-Clean works chemically to
remove wax, embedded dirt, stains, light oxidation,
bird droppings, road tar, and surface scratches
without scratching. It will also protect against the
harmful effects of acid rain, salt water hazing, and
exhaust blackening. Item #MPT149, 16 oz. bottle,
12 per case. Item #MPT150, gallon bottle, 4 per case.

MPT® Detail
MPT Detail can be applied to any non-porous surface
such as chrome, brass, aluminum, plastic, paintwork,
etc. to enhance the gloss and finish in between
applications of MPT Classic, MPT Argos or MPT
Marine. It will easily remove road grime and debris
without residue. Use MPT Detail to eliminate
streaking, static electricity and dust cling.
For a showroom shine in minutes, spray on MPT
Detail. The optical brighteners will enhance luster
without harsh chemicals or abrasives while increasing
the durability of your MPT Classic, MPT Argos or MPT
Marine finish. Item #MPT147, 16 oz bottle, 12 per case.
Item #MPT148, gallon bottle, 4 per case.

MPT® Cleanse with Mink Oil
MPT Cleanse prepares leather, vinyl, and rubber
surfaces for application of MPT Condition by
softening, cleansing, and conditioning. It will add life
to brittle and faded surfaces by making them soft and
pliable. MPT Cleanse easily removes stains and dirt
without harm to delicate surfaces. It will not harm
painted surfaces protected with MPT Classic, MPT
Argos or MPT Marine. Item #MPT155, 16 oz. bottle,
12 per case. Item # MPT156, gallon bottle, 4 per case.

MPT® Condition with Mink Oil
Use MPT Condition on all leather, rubber, and vinyl
surfaces to prevent drying, cracking and ultraviolet
damage. Its special formula contains mink oil to
soften, condition, add luster and life to dull or dry
surfaces. MPT Condition provides long-lasting
protection that will last a minimum of 3-6 months.
It can be applied to both interior and exterior surfaces.
Additional applications increase gloss and protection.
Item #MPT157, 16 oz. bottle, 12 per case. Item
#MPT158, gallon bottle, 4 per case.
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